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EXISTENCE OF MAXIMAL ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

ON RIEMANN SURFACES

BY KAZUMICHI HAYASHI

1. Introduction. Given a Riemann surface W (open or closed), let Jl(W) and
31 (W) denote respectively the set of all single-valued analytic functions on TFand
the set of all single-valued meromorphic functions on W.

For any function fQjKW) (or g£3ί(W))f take an arbitrary φ£jl(f(W)) (or
ψ£3i(f{W)) and the composite function φ°f (or ψ°g) still belongs to Jί{W) (or
3t(W)). This fact suggests us to consider the indecomposable functions (i.e. im-
possible to be represented in the above-mentioned composite form) as, in a sense,
fundamental for the surface W. In the present paper we shall be concerned with
the existence theorem of such functions. Naturally, if φ is a one-to-one conformal
map of f(W) onto itself, then we have f=φ°{φ~ι°f). So we have to speak of the
indecomposability, always up to such trivial decompositions.

2. The reasoning being completely parallel for the case of meromorphic func-
tions, in what follows we shall mostly confine ourselves to analytic functions on W.

DEFINITION. For two functions /, g£jί(W)f if we have

g=φof where φeJL(f(W))

(f(W) being the image of W by f in the complex plane), we shall say: ' / majoήzes
g' and we shall express this fact by g </.

Obviously, ' / < g and g < / ' is equivalent to 'f=φ°g and φ is a one-to-one
conformal map of g(W) onto itself. So we may define an equivalence relation on
Jί{W) by

(2.1) / ^ 4 = Φ / < g and </</

and the relation -< induces an order relation on the set of quivalence classes of
J&W). Our problem is reduced to assure the existence of maximal equivalence
classes with respect to this order relation.

DEFINITION. A function fQjl(W) is said to be maximal if/belongs to a maximal
equivalence class.

Our final result is:
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THEOREM A. For any fe<Jl(W), there exists a maximal analytic function f0

such that f -< /o.

Proof. According to Zorn's lemma, it suffices to show that the set of equi-
valence classes of Jl(W) is inductively ordered i.e. every totally ordered subset has
an upper bound (cf. Bourbaki [1]). We shall do it in the next sections.

3. Let £F be a totally ordered subset of the equivalence classes of Jl( W). We
choose a representative element from each class in £F and denote them by {/the/,
where fi€jl(W) and / is an index set isomorphically ordered to £F:

(3.1) i,jsl and i<j imply fx=φi)*f3 {ψi^JL(fj{W)).

We shall call {/*}*€/ a totally ordered set of analytic functions on W.
We first remark some elementary properties of a totally ordered set {/«}*€/ of

analytic functions which will be useful later.

LEMMA. I. For two points p, q of W, if fzQ(P)^:fτ0(q) then fj(P)^fj(q) for all j
such that u<j.

II. When we fix a point p of W, the multiplicity of f% at p denoted n(p; fι) is
a decreasing function of i and if i<Cj then n(p; fτ) is a multiple of n(p; fj).

III. If fι0 has the minimum multiplicity at p then there exists a neighbourhood
V {independent of j) of p such that

(3.2) Λ=χyvΛ 0 (χ*0€cΛ(Λ0(F))

holds in V for all j>i0.

Proof. I and II are direct consequences of (3.1). III. Clearly, it is sufficient
to prove the relation (3. 2) for ftQ* and / / (where fι*(q)=fi(q)—fi(P)) instead of flQ

and fj and so we may assume without loss of generality that fιo(p)=fj(P)=O. Let
τ denote a local uniformizer of W having as its domain a disc J = {2||z|<l} and
satisfying τφ)=p,fZooτ=zm (m=n(p; fH)). Put τ{Δ)=V. Then every frτ can be
expanded in ά in power series in z. And it suffices to prove that this power series
contains only terms in powers of zm. Suppose that it were not the case and let
mk+l (0<l<m) be the lowest power in the expansion of f3 which is not a multiple
of m, i.e.

Consider the function

g is an analytic function in V whose power series begins by the term zι. On the
other hand, because of the relation fιo=φioj°fj, 9 can be represented in the form
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ψofj where ψeJl(fj(V))

and its expansion must begin with a term which is a multiple of zm and so we
have a contradiction.

PROPOSITION. Let W be a Riemann surface on which there exists a family
{fihti such that

i) {fihei is a totally ordered set of analytic functions on W,
ϋ) {/*}«€/ separates W, i.e. if p, qsW and p^q, there is an f% which assumes

different values at p and q.
Then W is a planar surface.

Proof. It is well-known that if every relatively compact subdomain G of W
is planar then W itself is planar. So we shall show that for every G there exists
an f% which is univalent on G. Suppose this were not true, then we can find a
relatively compact subdomain Go of W and a sequence of pairs of points of Go:

{(Pi, Qiftiti such that fi(pi)=Mqt).

Put

l\=U{pk}> Qi=Ό{qk}

(the bar means the closure in W) and

P=ΓιPι, Q=ΠQi.

Then P and Q, being intersections of decreasing sequences of compact sets, are not
empty and we have the following two possibilities.

First, if we can take two different points pεP and qsQ, according to the
separating property ii) and the continuity of f%J we have an fZQ and disjoint neigh-
bourhoods Vi and F 2 of p and q such that fιo(Vi)Πfιo(V2) = Φ. Then property I
of the preceding lemma implies

/,< Vx) (Ί/y( F 2 )=φ for all j> i0,

which contradicts the definitions of p and q.
Secondly, if P and Q reduce to the same single point {p}, then as the conse-

quence of the separating property ii) and the property III of the preceding lemma
there is an ftQ such that n(p; Λ0) = l. Then flQ is univalent in a neighbourhood V
of p and also all f3 with j>i0 are univalent in V, which is also a contradiction.

4. Now we recall the following Theorem C of Heins [2], with some changes
of notations adapted to ours:

THEOREM. If Ki is an arbiί?ary sub field of JM(W) containing the complex
constants and functions other than constants, then there exists a conformal map ψ
of W onto a Riemann surface WΊ and a separating sub field K2 of 3i(Wi) such
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that g-*g°ψ maps K2 onto Kι. The representation of K\ so given is determined up
to a conformal equivalence.

When we have a totally ordered set of anlytic functions {/*}*€/ on a Riemann
surface W, consider the sets

Mi (z*€/) are clearly subίields of 3ί(W) and if we put Ki= llίe/M, Kλ is also a subfield
of 3i(W) as it is the union of increasing sequence of subίields. Then the above-
mentioned Heins' theorem applies to W and Kι and show the existence of a second
Riemann surface Wi, a conformal map ψ: W-^Wi and giG<Jl(Wi) (t£l) such that f%

=gi°ψ. And even more, {g*}̂ / is a totally ordered set of analytic functions on W\
separating WΊ.

Thus we have proved:

THEOREM B. Let {/*}*€/ be a totally ordered set of analytic functions on W,
then there exist a Riemann surface Wi, a conformal map ψ of W onto W\ and g%

(ί€/) such that

(4. 1) ft=Qi*Φ

and {gi}ίsi is separationg on Wi.

The existence of a separating {gi}iGi implies, according to our Proposition, that
Wi is actually a planar surface and so ψ an analytic function on W. And the
relations (4.1) show that it is an upper bound for the family {/*W.

COROLLARY. The set of equivalence classes of Jl(W) is inductively ordered.

Thus the proof of our Theorem A is complete.

5. We conclude this paper by citing some remarks.
I. If W is a planar surface, then the set of univalent functions on W is the

unique maximal (and so maximum) equivalence class.
II. If W is a closed surface, our Theorem A still applies to 3i(W) and mero-

morphic functions of minimum order are, for example, maximal.
III. We may prove Theorem B directly, without making use of the fields of

meromorphic functions, following the line of proof of Heins. W\ is the quotient
set of W by the equivalence relation 'p~q if and only if fi(p)=fi(q) for all ZGΓ.
vSo φ is not only an upper bound of {/*}*€/ but the least upper bound.
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